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Abstract. The shortest time required for a system to transform from an initial state
to its orthogonal state is known as the quantum speed limit time. Calculating the QSL
time for closed and open systems has been the subject of much recent works. QSL
time is inversely related to the evolution rate of the system. In such a way that with
increasing this time, the speed of evolution decreases and vice versa. In this work we
study the QSL time for moving qubit inside leaky cavity. It is observed that for both
weak coupling and strong coupling regimes the QSL time increases with increasing the
velocity of the qubit inside the leaky cavity. It is observed that with increasing qubit
velocity, the speed of the evolution tends to a constant value and the system becomes
more stable.
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1. Introduction
Quantum mechanics, as a fundamental law in nature, sets a limit on the speed of
evolution of a quantum systems. This limit utilizes in many aspects of quantum
theory, including quantum communication [1], investigation of exact bounds in quantum
metrology [2], computational bounds of physical systems [3] and quantum optimal
control algorithms [4]. The shortest time a system needs to change from an initial state
to its orthogonal state is called the Quantum speed limit (QSL) time. This time has
been studied for both closed and open quantum systems. For closed systems, distance
measures such as Bures angle and relative purity are used to define the bound of QSL
time [5–12]. Mandelstam and Tamm have introduced the bound for QSL time of closed
quantum systems as
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where ∆E =
√
〈Ĥ2〉 − 〈Ĥ〉2 is the variance of energy of initial state and Ĥ shows the
time-independent Hamiltonian. The bound in Eq.(1) is known as (MT) bound. Another
bound of QSL time for closed quantum systems has introduced by Margolus and Levitin
as [12]
τ ≥ τQSL =
π~
2E , (2)
where E = 〈Ĥ〉. The bound in Eq.(2) is known as (ML) bound. In Ref. [7], Giovannetti
et al. combine the (MT) and (ML) bounds for closed systems and introduce a unified
bound for QSL time as









What is clear is that in the real world of quantum mechanics we are dealing with open
quantum systems, so the study of these systems is of particular importance [13–15].
So far, a lot of work has been done on the bound of QSL time for open quantum
systems [16–41]. It has been shown that the bound of QSL time for open quantum
systems can be defined by extending the (MT) and (ML) bounds for these systems [7,8].
In Ref. [28], Zhang et al. have introduced the bound for open quantum systems based
on relative purity. They have shown that QSL time is depend on quantum coherence.
In this work we will use Zhang bound. we will review this model in Sec.3.
The scheme of recent experiments in quantum information theory is based on the
control of a qubit within a cavity. In practice, it is difficult to achieve the static state
of a qubit in a cavity. Much studies have been done about the movement of qubits in a
Markovian and non-Markovian environment [42–47]. In Ref. [42], the effects of moving
qubit inside the leaky cavity on protection of the coherence of the initial state has been
studied. Also, the protection of initial entanglement by the movement of two qubits
in a non-Markovian environment has been studied in Ref. [43]. Given the dependence
of QSL time on quantum coherence, this motivate us to study the effect of movement
of qubit on QSL time [48]. The work is organized as follow. In Sec. 2, the model is
introduced. In Sec.3, the QSL time for moving qubit is investigated. Finally, we provide
a conclusion in Sec.4
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the model where the qubit moves inside leaky cavity.
Here we consider a model that includes a two-level system and structured environment.
The structure of the environment consists of two mirrors at z = −L and z = l and a
mirror with partial reflection at z = 0. It can be said that the environment consists
of two consecutive cavities in intervals (−L, 0) and 0, l. The structure of the model is










where Uk(z)’s are exact monochromatic modes at frequency ωk and Ek(t) is the
amplitude in the k-th mode. Here it is assumed that the electromagnetic field is polarized




εk sin k(z + L) z < 0
Jk sin k(z − L) z > 0
(5)
where εk take the value 1 , −1 going from each mode to the subsequent one and for a









where ωn = nπc/l isthe frequency of the quasi mode and λ represents the damping of
the cavity in (0, l). λ determines the photon leakage through the cavity mirrors and
It also determines the spectral width of the coupling. Here we assume that the qubit
interacts with the second cavity located in the range (0, l). The qubit also moves along
the z-axis at a constant speed v. The qubit interacts with the cavitation modes as it
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moves inside the cavity. Considering the the dipole and rotating-wave approximation,
















where |0〉 (|1〉) is excited(ground) state, ω0 denotes the transition frequency of the qubit,
a†k(ak) is creation (annihilation) operator for the k-th cavity mode with frequency ωk
and gk specifies the coupling between qubit and cavity. The shape function describing
the motion of the qubit along the z-axis is given by [49–51]
fk(z) = fk(vt) = sin(k(z − l)) = sin (ωk(βt− τ)) , (8)
where β = v/c and τ = l/c. It has been shown that the parameter β can be expressed
as β = v/c = (x) × 10−9 [42]. It is equivalent to v = 0.3(x) for the 85Rb Rydberg
microwave qubit. Let us assume that the general initial state of the system consists of
qubits and cavity has product form and is given by
|ψ(0)〉 = [c1|0〉s + c2|1〉s]⊗ |0〉c (9)
where we have |c1|2 + |c2|2 = 1. The initial state of the cavity is in a vacuum state |0〉c.
After a while, the system state changes to the following form at time t




|1k〉c is the cavity state that includes one photon in the k-th mode. Using schrödinger
equation, differential equations for the probability amplitudes A(t) and Bk(t) can be
obtained as follows




iḂk(t) = ωkBk(t) + g
∗
kJkfk(vt)A(t). (12)
By solving Eq. (12) and putting its results in Eq. (11), we will have















By defining the probability amplitude as A (t′) = Ã (t′) eiω0t
′





dt′F (t, t′)Ã(t′) = 0. (14)
In the above relation, the memory kernel F (t, t′) is defined as follows
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This memory kernel in the continuum limit has the following form







′) = sin(ωk(βt−τ)) sin(ωk(βt′−τ)) and J(ωk) represents the spectral density
of an electromagnetic field inside the cavity. Lets assume that the spectral density of





(ωn − ωk)2 + λ2
, (17)
where ωk shows the frequency of k-th cavity mode and ωn is the center frequency
of the cavity modes. λ is the spectral width of the coupling, which is related to
the cavity correlation time τc through τc = 1/λ. The parameter γ is related to the
scale time τc, during which the system changes, through τs = 1/γ. Strong and weak
coupling regimes can be distinguished by comparing both the τc and τs time scales.
When τs > 2τc(γ < λ/2) we have the weak coupling regime and the dynamics is
Markovian [52, 53]. While the strong coupling regime corresponds to the case in which
τs < 2τc(γ > λ/2) where the dynamics is non-Markovian. In the continuous limit
(τ −→ ∞) when t > t′ the memory kernel can be written as
F (t, t′) =
γλ
4
cosh [θ(t− t′)] eλ̄(t−t′), (18)
where λ̄ = λ−i∆ and θ = β(λ̄+iω0). By placing Eq.(18) to Eq.(14) and using Bromwich
integral formula, the probability amplitudes Ã(t) can be obtained as follows
Ã(t) =
(q1 + u+)(q1 + u−)
(q1 − q2)(q1 − q3)
eq1γt
− (q2 + u+)(q2 + u−)
(q1 − q2)(q2 − q3)
eq2γt
+
(q3 + u+)(q3 + u−)
(q1 − q3)(q2 − q3)
eq3γt, (19)
where qi’s (i = 1, 2, 3) meet the following cubic equation as







where y1 = λ/γ, y2 = ω0/γ, y3 = (ω0 − ωn)/γ and u± = (1 ± β) ± iβy2 − i(1 ± β)y3.
















[2σ−ρ(t)σ+ − σ+σ−ρ(t)− ρ(t)σ+σ−] (22)
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3. Quantum speed limit time for the model
In this section, at first we review the QSL time for open quantum systems and then the
QSL time is studied for moving qubit inside leaky cavity. The evolution of a quantum
system is defined via the master equation as follows
ρ̇t = Lt (ρt) (23)
where ρt is the evolved state of the system at time t and L is the positive generator.
QSL time is defined as the shortest time required to transform a system from ρτ to state
ρτ+τd , where τ is the initial time and τD is driving time. In Ref. [28], the authors have
used relative purity to calculate QSL time for open quantum systems. They have shown
that the relative purity between the state at initial time τ and the target state at time
τ + τD can be written as




By following the method outlined in Ref. [28], the ML bound for QSL time can be
obtained as follows











dt. The MT bound of QSL time can also be obtained similarly as follows





























It has also shown that the ML bound in Eq.(25) is tighter than the MT bound in
Eq.(26) [28].The QSL time is inversely related to the speed of evolution in such a way
that with increasing QSL time the speed of evolution decreases and vice versa. In
this work we consider the maximally coherent initial state. This means that we put
c1 = c2 = 1/
√

























|A(τ)|4 − |A(τ)|2 + 1 (30)
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ω20|A(t)|2 + | ˙A(t)|2 − iω0A(t) ˙A(t)
∗







ω20|A(t)|2 + | ˙A(t)|2 − iω0A(t) ˙A(t)
∗
+ iω0A(t)∗ ˙A(t) + 4A(t)2 ˙A(t)
2
(32)
The QSL time for the qubit to evolve from ρτ to ρτ + τD in this model can be obtained
as
τADQSL =





(̺1κ1 + ̺2κ2) dt
(33)

























Figure 2. QSL time for moving qubit inside leaky cavity versus initial time τ when
λ = 3γ0 and ω0 = ωn = 1.53GHz, for different value of the speed of moving qubit.
(Solid blue line) β = 15 × 10−9, (dashed orange line) β = 50 × 10−9, (dotted green
line) β = 70× 10−9, (dot-dashed black line) β = 100× 10−9.
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Figure 3. QSL time for moving qubit inside leaky cavity versus initial time τ when
λ = 0.01γ0 and ω0 = ωn = 1.53GHz, for different value of the speed of moving qubit.
(Solid blue line) β = 0.05× 10−9, (dashed orange line) β = 0.1× 10−9, (dotted green
line) β = 0.3× 10−9, (dot-dashed black line) β = 0.5× 10−9.
In Fig. (2), the QSL time is plotted in terms of initial time τ for weak coupling
regime (γ < λ/2) for different value of the speed of moving qubit β. As cab be seen
the QSL time increases with increasing the speed of moving qubit. It can also be seen
that with increasing qubit speed, QSL time almost reaches to a constant value and
therefore leads to a uniform evolution speed for the open system. This indicates that
the system becomes more stable under environmental factors when the qubit velocity
in the environment increases.
In Fig.(3), the QSL time is plotted as a function of initial time for strong coupling
regime (γ > λ/2) for different value of the speed of moving qubit β. As can be seen, the
QSL time has an oscillating behavior and decreases for small values of the velocity of
the qubit. It is also observed that the QSL time increases with increasing the velocity of
the qubit inside the leaky cavity. It can also be seen that with increasing qubit speed,
QSL time almost reaches to a constant value and therefore leads to a uniform evolution
speed for the open system.
4. Conclusion
In this work we have studied the QSL time for moving qubit inside leaky cavity. We
have considered both te weak coupling and strong coupling regime. We have shoen
that for both the strong and weak coupling regime the QSL time decreases for small
value of the velocity of the qubit inside leaky cavity. while the QSL time increases with
increasing the velocity of the qubit inside the environment and tends to fix value for
larger value of the qubit velocity.
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